
Waiting Time Patient Survey 2015/2016 
Patient Survey started:  1

st
 July 2015 

295 questionnaires distribute by 22
nd

 April 2016 

203 responses received by 22
nd

 April 2016 (68.6% response) 

1
st

 Report date: 30.9.2015 

2
nd

 Report date: 16.11.2015 

3
rd

 Report date: 8.12.2015 

4
th

 Report date: 29.2.2016  

5
th

 Report date: 22.4.2016 

6
th

 Report date: 11
th

 July 2016 FINAL.  Total responses received 228/340 questionnaires distributed = 67% response rate 

 

 “Preferred Option. Tick ONE only” “We want to explore patient opinions a bit further …” Patients were invited to tick more than 

one option. 

The statement 

said: 

Give patients the 

time they need 

even if it means 

others have to 

wait. 

One problem 

one 

appointment. 

For more than 

one problem 

patients must be 

asked to make 

further 

appointments 

(for another 

time/day) 

according to the 

number of 

problems they 

have/would like 

to discuss. 

Unless it is 

something 

urgent or the 

patient has 

booked a double 

appointment, 

the doctor or 

nurse must end 

the consultation 

after 10 minutes 

and the patient 

asked to make 

another 

appointment if 

they want more 

time, regardless. 

I waited ½ an 

hour therefore I 

want ½ an hour 

of the doctor or 

nurses time 

I don’t see the 

doctor or nurse 

often therefore I 

should not be 

restricted to 10 

minutes 

Patients should be 

asked by the Duty 

Receptionist at 

the time of 

booking their 

appointment why 

they want to see 

the doctor or 

nurse so the 

correct amount of 

appointment time 

can be allocated 

e.g. post op 

dressings/suture 

removals need 20-

30 minutes, 

routine ECGs = 30 

minutes, 

complex/personal 

problems 

requiring more 

than 10 minutes 

and so on. 

I like to be able 

to have a bit of a 

natter with my 

doctor or nurse 

and don’t want 

to be ushered 

out of the 

consulting room 

… I think it’s 

rude 

I think it is okay 

for the doctor or 

nurse to ask a 

patient to finish 

the consultation 

when the 10 

minutes are up 

even if this 

means 

interrupting the 

conversation. 

The patients 

responded: 

195 

 

12 18 1 45 106 71 

 

35 



  

 “Please write in any additional comments or helpful suggestions below” 

• I can’t see how you can change anything because you don’t know how long a doctor needs to see a patient.  People need to understand that if a doctor or nurse is 

running late it’s because they have taken the time to care for their patients.  How lucky are we to have Pinfold Lane surgery, and long may it last. 

• Doctors, Nurses and staff are fantastic and are very professional.  From a patient point of view if you “book” a 10 minute slot at a set time and within a few minutes this 

should be seen as an unofficial contract, unless emergency happens.  Since the new computer system has been implemented it seems to add more time to collate info to 

computer.  May be 12 minute slots could be introduced?? 

• I think we have a very good practice here, and therefore people should be more patient and just wait until the doctor has finished no matter how long it takes.  Some 

people need more time than others so it should even itself out.  The doctors/nurses here have more time for their patients than other practices. 

• I believe in this medical practice. You’re a patient not a number. 

• I feel it is not just the surgery’s responsibility to police this problem.  All the staff work extremely hard to meet everyone’s needs, in a caring and professional way.  

Sometimes delays are possible but I am sure there are also patients who may note use their allotted 10 minutes.  I feel the patients should take equal responsibility 

about the time they use in treatment.  It’s not an easy problem to solve but I feel people should be grateful for the good service we receive.  Thank you and good luck 

with your dilemma. 

• Perhaps if someone needs to be seen roughly on time (e.g. because they need to pick a child up from school) then if they alert the receptionist who could possibly 

prioritise them this may be useful. 

• It is important that the Doctor does not feel on a ‘timetable’.  They cannot give their time and expertise while clock watching.  I have always been impressed with the 

‘caring’ atmosphere at this practice. 

• I don’t mind waiting to see my doctor as I know he is thorough.  This is a village practice and the doctors know your history and family.  I’d hate to feel like a ‘number’ 

and be hurried like on a conveyer belt. 

• Patients may not wish to discuss personal reasons with receptionist but could be given the option.  Certainly could be asked if it’s for post op dressing, ECGs etc. One of 

the great strengths of this practice is the time the doctors give their patients. 

• We have always found that if we have a wait to see the doctor, we get the time we require.  This is why we continue to use the practice as this has not been the case in 

previous surgeries! ☺ 

• I remind myself when I get impatient with over running consulting times that I too sometimes need ‘TLC’ and that is the most important medicine a doctor/nurse can 

give.  There is a great deal of egocentricity and impatience.  Just remind those who grumble about the time THEY sometimes take. 

• Instead of having to tell reception why they need to see the GP, if there is a list of how long you need for certain appointments then the patient can choose 10, 15, 20 

mins etc. 

• No problem with the current process no matter how long the wait. 

• We have an excellent practice and I and my family are prepared to wait to be seen, especially to see the doctor of your choosing. 

• Perhaps build in a ‘blank’ appointment 2/3
rd

 of way through both morning and afternoon surgeries.  If appointments are running late this should help catch up.  If not, I 

am sure there are plenty of tasks that need catching up on.  So the ‘blanks’ should rarely be total down time. 

• I think there should be a permanent lady doctor.  Too many patients and not enough doctors 

• I feel it is important that patients are given the time they need for their problems and waiting a little while for me is not an issue. 

• Consult with people before making an appointment so you know approximately how long it will take. 

• As long as not too much personal information is requested (in response to duty receptionist asking patient why they want to see a doctor) 

• I don’t see the doctor very often so when I do I normally have a couple of issues to get checked out so I think 15-20 mins in this case would be enough. 

• I think we have an excellent service and hope that it continues 

• Let the patient know the maximum time allowed at time the appointment is made. 



• The system we have at the moment, not perfect, but the best option.  Doctor Patient relation should not be timed. 

• I feel the GP is able to decide how long to see a patient even if it means running over if the problem needs longer.  If the session is over and the problem has been dealt 

with it is okay to end the session.  I feel the surgery is well run and I have an expectation that I may need to wait on occasion. 

• Your last statement (I think it is okay for the doctor or nurse to ask a patient to finish the consultation when the 10 mins are up….), It should be well publicised that the 

Doctor may have to interrupt if a conversation is going over the allocated time out of consideration to other patients waiting. 

• Waiting time should/will always be an issue.  Patient welfare should be at the forefront but restriction on appointments is a good idea. 

• Should always be flexibility. Sometimes more than 10 minutes needed. I think most people appreciate this. 

• There should be no hard and fast rules.  Doctors or nurses should be able to end the consultation if it is done sensitively. They should be able to use their judgement 

about when to continue.  I would not like to be asked by the Receptionist what my problem is, why I want to see the doctor/nurse. 

• Although my health is important to me, I appreciate that other patients may be more ill than me.  I believe that patients should be understanding and considerate 

toward others in the waiting room, and be more respectful towards all the staff for doing such a fine job, under trying circumstances. 

• Often underlying issues have come out of extra talking/info (that to the patient seemed unrelated); it can be lifesaving and solve initial problems far more effectively.  

Sometimes a patient needs more time to discuss a deeply personal problem – through fear, self-doubt and feeling they are not important enough.  A patients can feel 

inadequate and not worthy of a doctors time (dangerous frame of mind). 

• I appreciate the time I am given therefore don’t mind waiting.  I sort of agree with the third option in the 1
st

 section but can imagine that patients may find it difficult to 

say why they may want more than 10 minutes for an appointment.  The personal touch from this surgery is worth the wait and I would be sorry to see the ’10 minute 

rule’ become the norm. 

• I always try to be brisk and concise during my consultation but the doctor never makes me feel hurried. It is always a good experience and I don’t mind waiting.  I always 

bring some work to do in the waiting room. 

• It should not be necessary to see a doctor for everything. A patient should be able to update/amend/make requests etc. and leave it to the doctor’s discretion whether 

or not further contact is necessary. 

• Unfortunately, the patients don’t understand the amount of templates and different information that needs to be completed for each consultation.  How can complex 

diagnosis be completed in ’10 minutes’.  Excellent service as it is – patients are treated as individuals. 

• Fabulous waiting area and fabulous doctors!  May be the provision of water would be appreciated and also good for health similar to Richardson Hospital Reception. 

Thank you for all you do to help.  No pens available (….because they always disappear, so we’ve stopped putting them out). 

• The waiting time can be long.  But the wait is worthwhile as the doctor gives you the time you need to deal with the problem.  This may save time in the long run as it 

avoids repeat appointments for the same thing. 

• Differing people with differing reasons for being here resulting in differing appointment lengths.  I am more than happy to wait. 

• Make patients aware at the time of booking that appointments are for only 10 minutes and ask if they need more than one consecutive appointment.  Receptionists 

don’t need to know what a patient’s complaint is unless the patient offers the information. 

• Patients should be able to book a double appointment so they can discuss more than one issue.  This should reduce waiting times. 

• I always find this surgery very helpful and friendly.  I love that I feel I have the time that I need to speak with doctors and don’t feel rushed. It’s a very friendly caring 

surgery. Both doctors and receptionists/dispensary. 

• The main additional consideration would be a regularly updated display telling patients how long they have to wait. 

• We are thankful we have doctors available. Thank you. 

• I don’t think there is an amiable solution to this problem as some patients would be upset having to discuss their problems with the receptionist and some like to chat to 

the doctor. 

• It’s a fine line – often patient unsure of the problem they have and needs further discussion to get to the source of the problem. 

• I don’t mind Receptionist asking but others may see it as an invasion of privacy. 



• I want to see the doctor I registered with except perhaps in an emergency. 

• 10 minutes is not long enough for any kind of appointment.  Appointments could vary in length of time depending on why you are attending, which could be factored in 

when appointment is made. 

• Let patients know if doctors or nurse running late, receptionist can ask anyone who can’t wait longer if they want to book another appointment (if not an emergency). 

• Lovely doctors – no complaints there at all, but the lateness is often a problem. 

• It may help for the receptionist to ask how many things the patient wants to discuss, without details.  Some people like to bring in a selection of things they have been 

ignoring (I am one of them).  Or, automatically schedule 20 minute appointments or, for people you know are going to take longer, schedule extra – you can always fill 

in gaps – even with a cup of tea or paperwork – if they appear. 

• I  LIKE THE WAY OUR PRACTICE OPERATES! 

• Most people like to feel they are important and forget others are waiting.  It is better to have a relaxed conversation with the doctor rather than clock watching. 

• Broadcast excess waiting times via mobile text message (phone those without mobile).  Allow patients to “check in” late or remotely via the web and/or app when there 

are excess waiting times.  Be flexible with order patients are seen. 

• The staff are always caring and helpful. Excellent service. We appreciate their expertise. 

• Just make the time schedules longer e.g. 20 mins and then doctors can then ask the patient to make another appointment if required. 

• Don’t mind waiting. 

• Ask at the time of booking if a 10 minute appointment will be enough time.  As I personally wait till I have a couple of things I need to see the doctor about, as I feel it a 

waste otherwise. 

• We are lucky that our surgery staff care so much and are prepared to give us the time. 

• I have been at a doctors that operated the one problem one appointment and ended up in hospital as a consequence.  This should not be the solution.  I would rather 

wait than someone be misdiagnosed. 

• As a village surgery it is important for a good relationship with your GP, this is what makes this surgery special! I don’t mind any waiting as you are never rushed once it 

is your turn. 

• Time should be allocated on a need basis.  If a patient needs more than 10 mins then they should be given it. 

• Although I have waited on occasions, the time I get to speak to my doctor is never rushed.  I much prefer to wait and get the exceptional care we receive.  Cannot fault 

the surgery. 

• I consider this to be a first class practice and am very satisfied. 

• The appointment system is fine and delays are expected as normal. 

• I much prefer a good bedside manner where the doctors listens and makes me feel comfortable, people need to understand the doctors do an amazing job and waiting 

times are just an unfortunate part of their busy job 

• …but only for a defined list of non-intrusive questions relating to time required – should not feel have to justify appointment or provide medically sensitive information 

where this is not appropriate. Respondent had ticked “Patients should be asked by the Duty Receptionist at the time of booking their appointment why they want to 

see the doctor or nurse ….” 

• However, the GP/nurse should always use their discretion if the matter is urgent e.g. serious physical issues and mental health problems which are serious/potentially 

serious. Respondent had ticked “…doctor or nurse should end the consultation after 10 minutes …” 

• I think that patients should see a doctor for as long as they need but if when they book the appointment the patient knows they will be longer than 10 mins this should 

be relayed to the receptionist or receptionists should ask the question. 

• Why not use common sense.  Stop time wasters (repeat offenders) after 10 minutes and treat everyone with respect. 

• We have often taken more than 10 minutes of the Dr’s time, and would not like anyone else to feel rushed through.  But enquiring into if a longer appointment would be 



necessary would be a great idea. 

• I cannot fault this surgery. 

• Patients should be given the time required. 

• I think it is a strength of this practice that you get the time you need.  Perhaps patients could be encouraged to ask for a double appointment if they have complex needs 

– or the receptionist ascertains that they have. 

• Don’t fix what isn’t broken. 

• It should be the doctors choice how long he/she has with patients. 

• Our doctor/nurses have always taken the time to get to know us and our symptoms/problems and we value this.  They are great at listening.  A little extra time can 

mean a lot to a patient.  However, I do think that there should be a sensible limit on the time given and may be a patient could be asked if they would need/like another 

appointment or make a double/longer appointment.  I am always happy to tell Receptionist why I need an appointment.  It means she can get me the right advice at the 

best time – and she does ☺ 

• I think it’s okay for the doctor or must to ask a patient to finish the consultation with the medical issues have been dealt with, however long it takes. 

• I don’t mind waiting as I know if I needed time or there was an emergency the doctors would give me the time I required.  I understand waiting is inevitable and would 

rather wait and receive the time I needed than be rushed out and a problem overlooked which could then develop into something life threatening.  The one problem one 

appointment is not feasible for patients with complex problems which are all linked. 

• I feel this Practice is run very well, it is difficult to please everyone all of the time.  I think the doctors themselves will be good judges of what complaints warrant longer 

times – even if this means other people have to wait a little longer. 

• I don’t see my doctor often therefore time should not be restricted.  Community matrons may be an effective alternative to addressing some health issues.  I like to see 

my usual GP for continuity. 

• I trust the doctor/nurses judgement if they think everything has been covered they could wind the appointment up.  They need to know if some people have been 

waiting for an unacceptable time – but some patients need to be seen and heard. 

• The doctors here are well worth waiting for. 

• Perhaps patients should be ‘prompted’ to indicate the reason for appointment, but this should not be compulsory.  The GP should use their discretion to end patient’s 

‘natter’. 

• The boxes I have ticked reflect my current needs.  If I were really ill i.e. a serious, long standing health problem, perhaps my opinions would change. 

• I believe the doctor or nurse is the best person to decide on how much time any individual patient requires! A person’s health is the most important thing they have and 

most people would be understanding if they have a longer wait because someone else took more than 10 minutes because of their particular illness. 

• Stay as you are.  Very happy as it is. 

• I think it is okay for the doctor or nurse to ask a patient to finish the consultation when the 10 minutes are up even if this means interrupting the conversation as long as 

I get my time … nurses are always running late – during my appointment (which was ½ hour late) my nurse was called out of her time with me at least twice – perhaps 

someone else could do the running around so I get 10/10 minutes with her not 3/10 …. Back again today, my appointment is 20 minutes late.  It is difficult with a child 

(bored child) waiting around and trying to amuse them or get them to behave appropriately. 

• App. As it is. 

• Instead of asking for a specific doctor I think if one doctor is free then they should be able to swap appointments. 

• Waiting times are long but worth the wait as the doctor gives you the time you need for a proper consultation.  This is much better than being seen on time but being 

rushed in and out. 

• Waiting times are long sometimes an hour, but we don’t mind the wait, as the doctor gives us as much time as we need and does not rush. 

• I consider this to be a very important area to be resolved.  Better organisation and time management need to be involved in ensuring that an efficient and proper 

system is practised.  This may well require scientific time and motion assessment.  I am sure that only allowing one problem one appointment would be less efficient and 



time wasting. 

• 10 minutes should be a guidelines not a rule.  Patients should get the time they need.  If there is particular time pressures, if the doctor/nurse explains it should be okay.  

Communication! 

• I have waited at times for up to an hour after my appointment time but I believe it’s important that the time is given as the patient’s health is more important than how 

long you have to wait. 

• I understand that appointments may have to move to the right.  The standard here is second to none.  Well done to all. Thanks. 

• I do not mind waiting as I know patients are being given the time they need as I will be.  Patients should be encouraged to plan ahead and bring a book … 

• Patients should get the amount of time the doctor or nurse thinks is required.  Run overs are inevitable if proper care is provided.  This is the best practice I have been in, 

please don’t change it. 

• When appointment is made you shouldn’t have to wait long as I have waited over an hour before! 

• I wouldn’t be upset to be restricted to 10 minutes but would be happier to wait knowing others are getting the time they need. 

• Patients should not be restricted/ushered out after 10 minutes – it takes as long as it takes! 

• I feel that every persons needs are very different and sometimes I’ve over used the doctors time.  Sometimes I’ve been in and out.  I am more than willing to wait and 

have quality time with my doctor. 

• Needs of patient in the moment need to be considered i.e. very distressed patient would I imagine feel further distressed and dismissed – however, 10 minutes may keep 

the consultation focused. 

• Doctors and nurses and all staff spot on.  Couldn’t wish for better. 

• The main problem here is that 10 minutes is not long enough.  If this is a government rule, then allow patients to book double appointments. 

• It’s hard to decide whether your symptoms need an appointment, routine chronic conditions could  be all treated at specific times. 

• Service very good! Many thanks. 

• I don’t see anything wrong with the present system (of) waiting times. 

• Very friendly and professional surgery.  Exceptional Dr who genuinely seems to care. Excellent receptionists. 

• I consider myself to be fortunate to be a patient at this practice.  When I lived in town and was a patient at another practice, I resented being asked why I wanted to see 

a nurse/doctor by a receptionist.  I also hated the appointment system used.  This practice should pride itself on the service(s) it offers its patients.  If we have to 

occasionally wait to see our doctor/nurse, it’s a small price to pay, in my opinion. 

• What about 15 minutes per patient, if there’s a gap people usually come early. 

• Drs could say they are running late for next appointment as long as they do so sensitively.  They could suggest another appointment.  If someone is worried about their 

health and/or depressed or anxious, a brusque GP or nurse can become part of the problem. 

• My second opinion is give patients the time they need (preferred option end consultation after 10 mins) 

• Some patients have more problems than others, and don’t always know how long it is going to take so therefore I think you should be patient and wait.  It’s better to 

have a doctor who cares and gives you attention rather like some surgeries who don’t even know who you are.  There are certain appointments which take longer but if 

you know what you’re going for then the receptionist can make you a longer appointment, but for some things you don’t know it can’t be helped if you take longer. 

• Difficult situation – but issues sometimes treated together, doctors need all symptoms/condition of patient to make diagnosis.  Routine issues possibly see nurse 

therefore free up doctor time as nurse if need requests doctor to interview. 

• Patients should be given the time they need which may be more than 10 mins.  Others should wait.  The doctor knows when the appointment is over. 

• I don’t mind waiting to see the doctor.  I think he/she should be able to take each appointment as it comes and as much time needed on each patient. 

• Waiting around can be difficult for some patients.  Appointment times don’t work properly as they are always delayed.  I personally don’t use the GPs or Nurses very 

often and would like the time to discuss things. 



• Although it can be a little inconvenient waiting to see a doctor – it is very nice that they take the time to interact with us.  They know us well – this can only be a good 

thing! 

• Always found the practice so very helpful compared to doctors who have no time or interest in their patients. 

• This practice is 100% better service than an urban practice. Thank you! 

• I don’t wholly agree with any of the above statements i.e. one complaint one appointment – sometimes more than one symptom can be experienced with one condition 

– limiting it in this way could lead to the late diagnosis of a problem.  Giving details to the receptionist of why you need an appointment I feel is fine for seeing the nurse 

not doctors.  I have always felt well cared for by this surgery and have never complained about having to wait – one of its bonuses is the nurses and doctors give each 

patient the time and treatment they deserve/require and not been treat like just another number. 

• I think it’s fairly well known that patients often find it difficult to come to the point if their problem is an “embarrassing” one.  A time restriction may mean they don’t 

disclose their real concerns and perhaps result in a serious problem being missed. 

• I think it is okay for the doctor or nurse to finish the consultation when the 10 minutes are up if the conversation is not relating to the problem. 

• I can’t agree with any of the above – just give patients the time they need even if it means others have to wait 

• Every patient is individual.  Ten minutes is sometimes not long enough. Never had a problem in this surgery. 

• Perhaps educating patient re time constraints may make them more understand and realistic regarding level of service available and reduce complaints – it patient 

knew nurses and doctors had only 10 minutes to see and document in notes they might take some responsibility re waits etc etc. 

• I would feel insulted if I was ushered out of the surgery just because I have an allocated time and no longer.  Patients who have been here for many years understand 

and accept the present situation.  Why mend what isn’t broken. 

• Most appointments are over within 10 minutes.  In my experience, any delays have been due to an emergency (e.g. one day a very poorly baby needed to be seen).  I 

have no issue with this. 

• I haven’t ticked any in the second section because none of the options apply.  I have complex issues from a complicated surgery/illness with loads of side-

effect/problems that are secondary and caused by my main illness.  Ten minutes is not long enough but it would be too complicated to explain to the duty receptionist 

every time as they would have their time wasted by me having to explain complex issues.  I don’t mind waiting if the doctors are running late as I understand 

emergencies happen, indeed I have been the emergency several times!  I would rather wait and see the doctor knowing I will be given time to explain all the inter- 

connected issues rather than having to make 3 or 4 appointments each time. One of the issues that make this surgery outstanding is the fact you are treated as a person 

by all the staff (from surgery manager, receptionist, nurse and doctor) rather than an inconvenient time slot as I have experienced with other doctors.  Keep up the good 

work guys and don’t listen to the moaners they don’t know how lucky they are to have you. 

 

 

 

 


